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Significant Progress in Visual Recognition Using 
Massive Labeled Datasets

Xiaohua Zhai et al. “Scaling Vision Transformers”, Arxiv 2021

90.45% Top-1 Accuracy in ImageNet

3 Billion Images (weakly labelled) 2 Billion Parameters+



Doing Well on ImageNet is not Enough

Medical Diagnosis Aerial Imagery Scientific Imaging Document Analysis

… and many other application domains!



Challenges:
§ Limited labeled data for many of these application domains
§ Large domain mismatch from ImageNet 

Medical Diagnosis Aerial Imagery Scientific Imaging Document Analysis

Doing Well on ImageNet is not Enough



Cross-Domain Few-Shot Learning Benchmark

Guo et al. “A broader study of cross-domain few-shot learning” ECCV 2020



Simple fine-tuning outperforms 
all SOTA meta-learning methods 
by a large margin in this 
benchmark

Key Takeaway

Guo et al. “A broader study of cross-domain few-shot learning” ECCV 2020



Rethinking Few-Shot Image Classification: 
a Good Embedding Is All You Need? [Tian et al. ECCV 2020] 

§ A simple baseline outperforms complex SOTA meta-learning methods

§ Similar conclusion by other works: [W. Chen et al, 2019], [G. Dhillon et al, 2020], 
[Y. Guo et al, 2020], [Y. Chen et al, 2020] 



Learning a Good Embedding: Contrastive Representations

Augmentation

Positive Pair (Attract) Negatives (Repel)

MoCo, SimCLR, BYOL, SwAV, etc.



How well contrastive representations 
(learned on ImageNet) transfer to various 

other domains?



Experimental Setup – Loss Functions
§ Supervised Cross-Entropy (CE)
§ Self-Supervised Contrastive (SelfSupCon) based on MoCo V2
§ Supervised Contrastive (SupCon)
§ Supervised + Self-Supervised Contrastive (CE+SelfSupCon)
§ Supervised Contrastive + Self-Supervised Contrastive (SupCon+ SelfSupCon)

CE+SelfSupCon SupCon+ SelfSupCon
[Islam et al, 2021]



§ Base dataset: ImageNet 1K 

§ Downstream tasks:
§ 12 datasets from various domains, including Natural, Satellite, Symbolic, Medical, Illustrative, 

and Texture data

§ Model: ResNet-50         

§ Evaluation protocol:
§ Linear evaluation over fixed network
§ Fine-tune whole network

Experimental Setup – Datasets and Protocols

[Islam et al, 2021]



[Islam et al, 2021]



§ Contrastive models consistently perform better in transfer learning than cross-entropy 
§ Combining self-supervised contrastive loss with cross-entropy or supervised contrastive 

loss improves transfer learning performance 

Experimental Results – Linear Evaluation

[Islam et al, 2021]



Experimental Results – Fine-Tuning

§ Contrastive pretrained methods are only slightly more effective than cross-entropy 
when fine-tuning all network parameters, especially with less data

[Islam et al, 2021]



Experimental Results - Few-shot classification

§ Experimental Setup: 
Mini-ImageNet as base dataset, ResNet-18 model
Linear evaluation (logistic regression on top of frozen model), average score over 600 episodes

[Islam et al, 2021]



Experimental Results - Few-shot classification

§ Experimental Setup: 
Mini-ImageNet as base dataset, ResNet-18 model
Linear evaluation (logistic regression on top of frozen model), average score over 600 episodes

[Islam et al, 2021]
Contrastive representations perform better than cross-entropy across domains 



Experimental Results - Few-shot classification

[Islam et al, 2021]

This conclusion does not hold in mini-ImageNet (in-domain), where self-supervised 
contrastive representations have worse performance



Why contrastive representations transfer 
better across domains?



Analysis – ImageNet t-SNE visualization
§ Contrastive models have higher intra-class class variation than cross-entropy 

models, which may facilitate transfer across domains (see Zhao et al, ICLR 2021)

CE                                  CE+SelfSupCon SelfSupCon

SupCon SupCon+SelfSupCon [Islam et al, 2021]



Analysis – Centered Kernel Alignment

§ Centered Kernel Alignment scores between different stages of the same model
§ Final layers of a contrastive model are more similar to initial layers, compared to 

cross-entropy which are more specialized

[Islam et al, 2021]



Analysis – Centered Kernel Alignment

§ Centered Kernel Alignment scores between different models considering the same stage
§ Different models learn similar representation in the initial layers but diverge drastically in 

the final layers 

[Islam et al, 2021]



See more experiments and analysis in our paper: 

Ashraful Islam et al. “A Broad Study on the Transferability of Visual Representations 
with Contrastive Learning” Arxiv 2021

§ Loss weighting effect on ImageNet and transfer accuracy
§ Performance with respect to longer training
§ Additional results on object detection and instance segmentation
§ Robustness to image corruption
§ Etc.



See also our related CVPR 2021 oral paper: 

Guy et al. “Fine-grained Angular Contrastive Learning with Coarse Labels”. CVPR 2021

§ Coarse-to-fine few-shot learning (labels only for coarse-grained categories)
§ Supervised loss (coarse-grained categories) + self-supervised loss (coarse and fine-

grained categories) using a novel angular normalization module



Summary

§ Do contrastive representations transfer better? Yes (but not always)

§ Contrastive models consistently perform better than standard cross-entropy models in linear 
evaluation mode across a wide range of domains

§ When fine-tuning the network parameters, performance of contrastive representations is similar
to cross-entropy models. In few-shot linear evaluation mode, performance may be worse if the 
same domain is considered

§ Combining self-supervised contrastive loss with cross-entropy or supervised 
contrastive loss improves transfer learning performance 

§ Analysis of why contrastive representations transfer better across domains (intra-class 
variation, Center Kernel Alignment scores)
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